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OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER (COMMERCIAL)

No.JPR/CE(C)/C.I/F.4(374)/D. 2,05 5

Dt. l I - 09- 09

CIRCULAR
Sub.:- Release of connections under NDS category to various
organizations/Commercial entities requiring large number
of electric connections at various locations in the area of
Jaipur Discom.
On the subject matter cited above it has been reported that the policy
prescribed for release of large number of connections under NDS category to
various organisations/commercial entities like M/s Bharti Hexcom Ltd. (Brand name
"Airtel") and other similar organization/ commercial entities like Reliance,
Vodafone etc. etc. is not being followed in its right spirit by the field officer. This
has been viewed seriously by the higher officers.
For release of such connections, the following guidelines/procedure has
already been prescribed which is reiterated here under:The Firms/Commercial Entities desiring power connections is requested to
deposit Rs.1 Lacs per connection as interest free advance with the Discom.
The Firm/Commercial Entity shall deposit the application form alongwith the
prescribed application fee in the office of concerned Asstt. Engineer. The
Asstt. Engineer of Discom would be competent to accord technical &
financial sanction for such cell site connection.
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The demand notice shall also be issued as per priority. However, the demand
notice shall be considered as deposited on the date of issue of Demand Notice
as advance amount would be deposited with Jaipur Discom by Airtel.
The Asstt. Engineer will not be required to wait for deposit of DN amount
and sundry job order would be issued by him.
5.

On receipt of 'L' form, sundry job order be executed & line/sub-station work
completed and connections released.
It is therefore enjoined upon all the concerned field officers to ensure

compliance of policy prescribed vide orders No.JPR5-352 dt.19.10.06, JPR5-416
Dt.20.9.07 & JPR5-453 dt.25.2.08, in the matter of release of large number of such
connection under NDS category.
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(N.M. Sareen)
Chief Engineer (Comml.)
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